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Lie’s First Fundamental Theorem states that every r-dimensional (local)
differentiable semigroup can be embedded into a (local) Lie group of r
dimensions, whose Lie algebra is determined by the tangent plane in any
interior point of the semigroup. (References and a historic review were given
in Part I of the authors’ articles.) His Second Fundamental Theorem which he
called also the Hauptsatz establishes the bijection between local Lie groups and
Lie algebras. It reduces the classification of local Lie groups to the classification
of Lie algebras and thus to an algebraic problem. We are concerned with the
reduction of a classification of infinitesimally generated local semigroups to an
algebraic problem by determining their infinitesimal object, i.e. the totality of
their tangent vectors at the identity. This involves a precise description of those
subsets of a Lie algebra which are the tangent objects of some local semigroup.
We recall the following definitions:
0.1. DEFINITION.
A subset K of a topological vector space L over the reals
is called a wedge, if and only if it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) K+KcK,
(ii) lR+KCK,
(iii) KC K.
If r is a topological Lie algebra then we call a wedge K compatible iff in
addition to conditions (i, ii, iii) it also satisfies
-K.
(iv) eadXKCK for all xdn
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It will be called a Lie wedge iff L is the Lie algebra of a local Lie group and
K is the set of tangent vectors at the identity of a local subsemigroup.
We know that every Lie wedge is compatible, but we do not yet know the
converse in full generality. In Part I we showed that every cone in a finite
dimensional Lie algebra is a Lie wedge (where we call a wedge a cone iff its edge
Krl -K is singleton). In this paper we will show that a compatible wedge in a
finite dimensional Lie algebra is a Lie wedge if it satisfies the following
condition
(v) L contains a complementary
vector subspace V for the edge
H= Kfl -K satisfying [H, V] C I’.
As a consequence we observe that every compatible wedge in a finite dimensional Lie algebra is a Lie wedge if its edge Kf7 -K is a semisimple algebra. Just
as in Part I, where we proved the principal results without restriction on the
dimension at relatively little extra effort, we will proceed here inside a Dynkin
algebra. We recall that a Dynkin algebra is a real Lie algebra which in addition
is a completely normable vector space such that the Lie bracket is jointly
continuous.
Since the technical difficulties in proving a precise version of the semigroup
analog of Sophus Lie’s Third Fundamental Theorem are considerable, it is not
even easy to see immediately where the difficulties are hidden. It therefore
serves a useful purpose to repeat the precise definition of a local semigroup.
Because the exponential function establishes a local analytic diffeomorphism
between some open neighborhood of 0 in the Lie algebra L(G) of a Lie group
G and an open neighborhood of the identity in G, we operate entirely inside
a given Dynkin algebra without loosing any generality.
Let L be a Dynkin algebra and B an open neighborhood
0.2. DEFINITION.
of 0 in L such that the Campbell-Hausdorff
multiplication
x*y=x+y+
++[x,y] + . . . is defined for x, y E B. Then a local semigroup with respect to B
is the pair (S, B) consisting of a subset S of B containing 0 and satisfying
(S*S)nBcS.
We also say that S is a local semigroup of (L, B).
Thus, whoever claims that a given wedge Kin L is a Lie wedge must construct
both a zero neighborhood B and a subset S of B such that (S, B) is a local
semigroup with respect to B and that L(S) = K, where L(S) is the set of tangent
vectors of S at 0. There cannot be any compromise on this construction
problem even though sometimes it may appear as though reasonable candidates
for the set S may fulfil the requirements; presenting such a candidate is useless
unless the corresponding neighborhood B is furnished at the same time. The
construction of the main result in this paper is a case in point. Roughly, the
strategy is as follows: If L, K and Vare assumed to satisfy hypothesis (v) above,
then Kfl Vis a proper cone, and by the results of the first of this sequence of
two articles (see [HL:,]) there is a local semigroup Sr with respect to a suitable
zero neighborhood B1 such that L(S,) = Kfl V. By classical Lie theory, there is
a local subgroup S, with respect to a suitable zero neighborhood Bz such that
L(S,) = H. Then a reasonable candidate for the desired local semigroup S is the
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product Si *S, - but relative to which neighborhood B shall we consider S?
The expectation that ,Si *S, (or a construction similar to it) may work is based
on the assumption that the local semigroup Si is “locally invariant under small
inner automorphisms induced by elements of H, hence by the elements of S,
if S, is small enough”. But this intuition first needs to be made precise, too.
The preliminaries for such matters are prepared in Section 1. The effort to go
through with the entire construction takes us through Sections 1 and 2 in which
we provide all the pieces of the puzzle, whose final assembly is done in Section
3. The easiest part is still to show that our construct has the right tangents. This
is done in Lemma 2.8; it is not hard to think of several variations of this
particular theme. Section 3 gives the applications of the main result.
After we completed and submitted the manuscript of this article and its
predecessor [HL&] it has come to our attention, that the problem of characterizing Lie wedges has been considered by G.I. Ol’shanskii, too [O&i, OlsJ.
He gives indications of a proof that a compatible wedge is a Lie wedge in case
that there is a finite dimensional Lie group G such that the analytic subgroup
A with L(A) =N (the edge of the wedge) is closed in G. Every compact Lie
algebra which is neither abelian nor semisimple contains compatible wedges for
which this is not the case. Ol’shanskii’s result does not imply ours, nor does
ours imply his, although ours completely covers the case of compact Lie
algebras.
We note here that the main result of this paper will retain its independent
interest even when it will be proved that every compatible wedge is a Lie wedge.
Indeed, under the hypothesis (v) we actually construct a local semidirect
product of a local semigroup with a proper cone as tangent object, and of a
local group, whereby the local semigroup is the “normal” factor. In particular
our results show, that a compatible wedge in a compact Lie algebra always
comes along with a local semigroup which has this local semidirect product
structure.
We would like to express our appreciation to W.T. van Est for his interest
in this work and his comments, which have helped to shape the final form of
the papers.
1. PRELIMINARIES

ON

AUTOMORPHISM

GROUPS

We let L denote a Dynkin algebra and recall that the group Aut L of
automorphisms of Dynkin algebras of L is a closed Lie subgroup of the Lie
group GZ(L) of all topological vector space automorphisms of L. The Lie
algebra L(Aut (L)) of L is the Dynkin algebra Der L of all continuous
derivations of L, and the exponential function is simply the function
Dwe”:Der
L-+Aut L with eD=1+D+(1/2!)D2+....
The topology of Aut L
(as that of GZ(L)) is induced from the operator norm topology (the uniform
topology) of Horn (L, L). The evaluation map (g,X)-gX:
Aut L x L-+L is
continuous.
Now let us assume that K is a wedge in L. We define Aut (L;K) to be the
subgroup of Aut L of all g E Aut L with gK= K. Clearly, Aut (L;K) is a closed
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subgroup. The set Der (L;K) = {DE Der L: etD E Aut (L;K) for all t E IR} is a
closed Lie subalgebra of Der (L). If dim L is finite, then, as a closed subgroup
of a Lie group, Aut (L;K) is a Lie group, and then Der (L;K) has to be its Lie
algebra; the situation in the infinite dimensional case is not obvious. Even in
the finite dimensional case it is not at all obvious how the elements of Der (L;K)
should be characterized directly in terms of IV.
The Dynkin algebra morphism ad :L*Der L, (ad X)(Y) = [X, Y] allows us
to consider the pull-back LK= ad-’ (Der (L;K)) = (XE L: ad XE Der (L;K)}.
Then LK is a closed Dynkin subalgebra and thus we can write XE LK for XE L
iff er ad xK= K. If we recall the definition of a compatible wedge from 0.1,
we can now rephrase it by saying that a wedge K in L is compatible iff

K(-I -KcLK.
We now fix in our Dynkin algebra an open convex symmetric neighborhood

B of zero such that X* Y =X+ Y + +[X, Y] + . . . is well defined for X, YE B; as
we proceed in our discussion we may pass to smaller and smaller neighborhoods
of this type. Every such neighborhood will be called a Campbell-Hausdorffneighborhood.
1.1. DEFINITION (See Hofmann and Lawson 1983). If A is an arbitrary
subset of B we denote with (A jB the local semigroup of (L, B) (seePart I, 0.1)
generated by A.
Since the collection of all local semigroups of (L, B) is closed under arbitrary
intersections, the existence of (A), does not present any particular problem.
But there are also ways to define (A), inductively in terms of iterated
*products (see Hofmann and Lawson 1983, 3.5).
1.2. REMARK.
Let gE Aut L be such that gB is a Campbell-Hausdorff
neighborhood.Thenfor any A c B we haveg((A),) = (gA)sB.
PROOF.
Since X*Y for X, YE B is an absolutely convergent series of homogenous Lie polynomials we have g(X* Y) = (gX) *(g Y) for all g E Aut L. The
assertion is then clear. 0

The following proposition
variants of Aut (L;K).

states in which sense local semigroups are in-

1.3. PROPOSITION.
Let K be a wedgein the Dynkin algebraL and let B be
a Campbell-Hausdorff-neighborhood.We consider a Campbell-HausdorffneighborhoodB’ and an identity neighborhoodN in Aut L such that NB’c B.
(Theseexist by the continuity of the evaluation(g,X) +,gX.) We set

S= (KnB),,

and S’= (KnB’jBl.

Then
gS’rS for all geNflAut
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(L;K).

PROOF. We

have gS’=g((KnB’)B,)
= (g(KflB’)),Bl
= (gKngB’),Bt
= (KngB’),(
(since gK=K as gEAut
(since gB’ c B). 0

(by Remark 1.2)
(L;K))c (KnBjB

1.4. COMPLEMENT TO 1.3. If K is a cone in 1.3, then for all g ENS)
0 Aut (L; K) and for sufficiently small B’ we can write S’= SOB’ and
gsn B’= S’ngB’.
PROOF. The relation S’=SflB’

for sufficiently small B’ is a consequence of
Part I, 0.6. Then gS’nB’G SOB’= S’, whence gS’nB’G S’ngB’ for geiVrl
n Aut (L; K). The same applies to g-r and thus gg’S’nB’cS’ng-‘B’,
whence
S’ngB’c_ gS’fl B’. Therefore gS’n B’= S’ngB’.
17
2.THEDECOMPOSITIONOFWEDGES

We recall from Part I, 1.2 that a cone K is strictly positive in L iff there is
a continuous linear form on L which takes positive values on K \ (0). By
Part I, 1.1, this is equivalent to the existence of a K-additive norm (i.e. a norm
which is additive on K and is compatible with the topology of L). We say that
a closed vector subspace H of L has a complement V iff V is a closed vector
subspace such that L = H+ V and Hn V= (0). Under these circumstances the
linear map (h, u)-h + IX HX V+L is continuous and bijective. Hence it is an
isomorphism of topological vector spaces by the Open Mapping Theorem.
2.1. LEMMA Let L be a completely normable vector space with a wedge K
whose edge H = Kn -K has a complement V. We set C= Kn V. Then the
isomorphism (h, U) - h + u: Hx V--+L of topological vector spaces maps Hx C
isomorphically onto K. Moreover, the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) C is strictly positive.
(2) There is a continuous linear functional u on K which takes positive values
on K \ H and for which u- ‘( 1) n C is bounded.
PROOF. If hEHcKand
CECEK, then h+ceK+KcK,
conversely, if keK
then, since L = H+ V there are elements h E H and u E V with k= h + u. Then
u=k-h=k+(-h)EK+HCK,
whence uEKnV=C.
Thus H+C=K
and
since (h, u)- h + u: Hx V+L is an isomorphism of topological vector spaces,
(h, c)- h + c: HX C-K is an isomorphism of wedges.
(1) * (2): If C is strictly positive, then there is a continuous linear functional
u: V-R which takes positive values on C\ (0) and for which u-‘(1)rl C is
bounded. If pr,: L+V is the projection with kernel H, then uopry: L+R is
a continuous linear functional which takes positive values on K \ H and for
which u- ‘(1) n C is bounded.
(2) - (1): Let f : L+ IRbe a continuous linear functional which takes positive
values on K \ H and for which f - ‘( 1) n C is bounded. Then u = f) V: V+ IR is
a continuous linear functional which takes positive values on (K \ H)n
nV=C\
(0). Moreover, u-‘(1)nC
is bounded.
q
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Let us remark that a cone C in a completely normable space L, if it is
contained in a closed vector subspace I/ of L is strictly positive in V iff it is
strictly positive in L. This is fairly immediate from either of the equivalent
conditions of Part I, 1.1 which characterize strict positivity, since a continuous
linear functional as well as a norm can be extended from a closed vector
subspace to the whole space.

Under the circumstancesof Lemma 2.1(1) thereis a norm 1111
2.2. LEMMA.
on L which is compatible with the topology of L and satisfies (IX+ Y/I=
= IIXII+ IIYII whenever(X,Y)EHxVor(X,Y)ECxC.
By 2.1(l) we find a C-additive norm II lIc on V. If I/ lIH is an arbitrary
norm on H which is compatible with the topology, then the norm on L defined
by 11
h + uI/ = IIhII,+ llollc for h E H and u E V satisfies the requirements.
0
PROOF.

2.3.

A wedge K is said to be strongly positive iff its edge
has a complement in L and the equivalent conditions of 2.1 are

DEFINITION.

Kfl -K
satisfied.
Notice that a strictly positive cone is strongly positive, since L is a complement of (0). In a finite dimensional vector space, every wedge is strongly
positive.

2.4. LEMMA. Let L be a Dynkin algebrawith a stronglypositive wedgeK.
ThenL hasa norm I I which is compatible with the topologyand satisfiesthe
following conditions:
Nl

IX*Y-(X+
Y)lrJXl IYI f or all X, Y in a suitable Campbell-Hausdorff
neighborhood in L.
N2 IX+YI=IX/+IY~~~~(X,Y)EHXV~~(X,Y)EC’XC,~~~~~H=K~~-K
is the edge of K, where Vis a complement for Hin L, and where C= Vfl K.
PROOF.
By 2.2 we have a norm II II2 satisfying (iV2) and by Part I, 2.1, there
is a norm 1111,on L which is compatible with the topology and satisfies

IIX*Y-W+ Y)lI+WIIdIYIl~ f or
Hausdorff-neighborhood

all X, Y in a suitable Campbellin L with a suitable positive number k.

ThenormsIIII1andIIII2are equivalent since they are both compatible with the
topology of L. Then a scalar multiple of the norm I/ II2 will satisfy the requirements (as e.g. the proof of Part I, 1.4 shows). (Notice that the size of the
Campbell-Hausdorff
neighborhood may have to be adjusted downwards.)
0
2.5. DEFINITION.
If K is a strongly positive cone in a Dynkin algebra with
a complement Vfor the edge Kfl -K, then we say that a norm I I of L is suitable
(for K and v) iff it satisfies the conditions (Nl) and (N2) of 2.4.
2.6. LEMMA. Let L be a Dynkin algebrawith a strongly positive wedgeK
and with a complement V for Kfl -K. Let B be a Campbell-Hausdorff
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neighborhood in L satisfying (Nl) of 2.4, and assume that it is a open ball of
radius rs&. With C=KnV
let S=(CnB)B
(see 1.1). If d is an arbitrary
positive number subject to d I r, then Is*gi I d implies /s/ + /gl < 2d for all s E S
and g E Hfl B, where H = Kn - K.
We assume /s*gl 5 dr r for s E S and g E Hfl B. By Part I, Theorem
2.2 there is a ZEC with IZl<2r and Is-ZIrlZ12.
Then
PROOF.

IsIs~s-ZI+~Z~5/Z~2+jZI=(IZj+1)/ZI<(2r+l)jZ15
r(&+ l)lZl =+jzi <2jZI.
Therefore
js*g-(Z+g)l<Is*g-(s+g)!+Is+g-(Z+g)j~Islg/+ls-ZI
(in
viewof (N1)in2.4)<2~Z~~g~+IZ~2(bywhatwejustsaw)
=(2lg!+lZl)lZls
~2(~gl+IZ~)~Z~=2~g+Z~~Z~
(by (Nl) of 2.4)<4rlg+Z/
(since IZ/<2r)<
~Slg+Zl (in view of rzzk). We now conclude /g+Z/ </s*gl+ IZ+g-s*glc
< d + $18 + Z 1. As a consequence we have
jg+Zl<+d.

(*I

Now we conclude that IsI + lgl <+lZ / + lgl (by what we showed initially)
Cl
<$I21 ++igl =%IZ+gl (by 2.4 (N2))<z.$d
(by (*) above)=+d<2d.
2.1. LEMMA.
Let L be a Dynkin algebra with a strongly positive wedge K
with edge H= Kn -K and a complement V for H. Consider a suitable norm
j I (see 2.5) and assume that the open ball B of radius rr & is a CampbellHausdorff-neighborhood
such that /X 1,I Y I < r implies IX* Y- (X+ Y)l I
I jX I j Y /. Let S = (Cn B)* be the local semigroup of (L, B) infinitesimally
generated by C(7 B in B, where C = Kfl V.
Then there is a positive number d such that the set
T= {XEB(d):

there are elements SES and gEB(IHnL,

with X=s*g}

is a local semigroup of (L, B(d)), where B(d) is the open ball of radius d, and
where Lc was introduced in Section 1.
We may assume without generality that r is so small that X1 * . . . *X,
is still well defined for IXj I< r, j = 1, . . . , 6. We will now successively choose
smaller balls B,, around 0 as follows:
(i) Let B1 be such that B, *B1 c B.
(ii) Let B2 G B, be such that for a suitable identity neighborhood N of
Aut L we have NB2 C_B1.
(iii) Let B, G B, be such that cad x~ N for all XE B3.
(iv) Let O<ds$ rad B3.
Now suppose that X1,X2 E T, and that /Xi *X2/ cd. We must show that
X~*X~ET.
NOW Xj=Sj*gj
with SjES and gjeBnHnLc,
j=1,2.
Since
jsj*gj/=IXjI<d,
b y L emma 2.6, we have IsjI+lgjI<2dIrad
B3 for j=1,2.
Hence Sj and gj are in B3 for j = 1,2. Thus, in particular gl *g2 E B3 *B3 f7 H,
whence
PROOF.
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Since cad @I*gd = cad gl *ad g2= cad glead 82, we have gl *g2 E Lc, whence

@I

g,*gzEBnHnL,.

Since g1 E B3, from (iii) we have cad g’ E Nfl Aut (L; K). Since q E B3 G B2, then
by (ii) we find e ad gl s2 E NB2 G B,. From 1.4 we also conclude
w

cad g1s2 E S.

It follows that s, *eadgl s2 E S*Sn B, *B, c S*SflB
semigroup of (L, B). Thus
(4

(by (i)) G S, since S is a local

s1*cad gl s2is S.

Since
& *X2 = s1*gl *s2 *g2 = s1*(s, *s2*( - gl )) *a *g2 = (sl *cad gl s2) *(kh *g2h
the statements (d) and (b) prove the claim X~*X~E T.

0

LEMMA. Under the conditions of 2.1 we have L(T) = (Hfl Lc) + C,
where L(T) is the tangent object of T at 0.

2.8.

REMARK. We recall from Part I 0.2 that the tangent object of a subset T of
L is defined by L(T) = {XE L: there are sequences X,-+0 in T, & m, E iN with
X=lim m,&}.
PROOF. We have SC T, whence C=L(S)cL(T).

Also, B(d)(IHf7LKCT
implies HnLKG L(T). Thus (HnL,) + Cc L(T), since L(T) is a wedge.
Conversely, let XE L(T). Then X= lim m,(s,*g,) for some sequences m, and
s, *g,, E T. Since T is a local semigroup we may even assume that m, = n (cf.
Hofmann and Lawson 1983, 3.7). Then X=lim n(s,*g,) implies lim s,,*g, =O.
Now we have

Id%*&w4%+&)l =nls,*g,-(s,+g,)l~nls,l I&
(by (Nl) of 2.4) In(21s,*gnl)(21s,*g,I)
(by Lemma 2.6)-+41XI. O=O. Thus we
conclude X=lim n&s, +g,J. From Part I, Theorem 2.2 we know that there
exist elements 2, E C with Is, - Z,l I 12,12. As we did in the proof of Lemma
1.7 in Part I, one can show that lim Ins, -rz&,l =O. But then In@, +g,) - wj + &)I = Ins,, - nZ,J -+O. We conclude from this that X=lim n(Z, + 8,).
Since the projections PrH: L+H and pr,: L+V are continuous, we find
pr,X=lim
n&EC and prHx=lim
ng,EHnLc,
whence X=pr,X+pr,XE
E c+ (HflLc).

0

3.THEMAINRESULT

After all of these technical preparations we are ready to prove the principal
result of this paper. We first make a simple observation:
3.1. LEMMA. Let L be a Dynkin algebra and K a strongly positive wedge
with edge H= Kn -K, and let V be a complement for H. We set C=Kn V.
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Then
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Am (L;K)flAut
(L;V)GAut
L,flL,cL,nL,cL,.
L,={XEL:
[X, V] C V}.

(L;K)flAut

(L,C)cAut

(L;C).

.

(i) If gEAut (L;K)flAut
(L;V), then gC=g(KnV)=gKngV=
=KnV=C,
i.e., gEAut (L;C).
(ii) Is an immediate consequence of (i) and the definitions.
(iii) We have X E Lv iff e tadX VE T/for all t E R. Differentiation w.r.t. t for
t =0 shows (ad X)(V) c V, i.e. [X, V] c V. Conversely, if [X, V] c V, then
0
e’ ad x Vg V for all t follows immediately.
PROOF.

3.2. THEOREM.
Let L be a Dynkin algebra and K a strongly positive
compatible wedge whose edge H=Kn
-K has a complement V satisfying
[H, V] c V. Then K is a Lie wedge. (Cf. 0.1 and 2.3.)
PROOF.

(a)

The hypothesis that K be compatible is equivalent to
HcLK.

The hypothesis that [H, V] c V is tantamount
(b)

to

HcLV.

From 3.1, we now know that on account of L,fl Lvc Lc we have
(4

HC Lc.

Then by Lemma 2.7 there is a positive number d>O such that
T= (XEB(d): there are elements SE (CflB)B
with X=s*g}

and heBflH

(for a suitable Campbell-Hausdorff-neighborhood
B) is a local semigroup of
(L,B(d)) which by Lemma 2.8 satisfies L(T)=H+C=K
(see 2.1). 0
3.3. COROLLARY.
In Theorem 3.2 we find Campbell-Hausdorff-neighborhoods B’cB such that (S*(HnB))nB’
with S=(Vf7KnB)B
is a local
semigroup T of (L, B’) whose tangent object L(T) is K. 0
We remark that S and then also SnB’ for sufficiently small B’ are infinitesimally generated by Part I, Proposition 2.11. Since H is a Dynkin algebra,
Hn B’ is infinitesimally generated (for any Campbell-Hausdorff-neighborhood
B’). Thus while T in 3.3 is certainly not very far from being infinitesimally
generated, it is not immediately clear whether or not it has this property.
It is noteworthy that the local semigroup T in 3.2 and 3.3 is almost a local
semidirect product of an invariant local semigroup S and a local group Hn B,
while H has only a vector space complement which is invariant under the inner
automorphisms induced by elements of H.
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3 A. COROLLARY.
Let K be a compatible wedge with edge H= Kfl - K in a
finite dimensional real Lie algebra L. Then K is a Lie wedge as soon as L
contains a vector subspace V such that L = Ii@ V and V is an H-submodule of
L, i.e., satisfies [II, V] C V.
The preceding results can be generalized a little without much difficulty
to the following observation:

due

3.5. PROPOSITION.
Suppose that L is a Dynkin algebra, I a closed ideal of
L and W a wedge containing I. If W/I is a Lie wedge in L/I, then W is a Lie
wedge in L.
PROOF.
Let B be a Campbell-Hausdorff-neighborhood
in L and
semigroup of (L/I, B) with L(S) = W/I. Let p: L-+L/I
be the
morphism and select a Campbell-Hausdorff-neighborhood
B’ of L
fashion that p(B’) c B. Set S’=p-‘(S) fl B’. Then X, YES’ and
implies

whence X*Y EP- ‘(S) nB’= S’. Thus S’ is a local semigroup
Moreover L(S’) =p-‘(L(S)) =p-‘(W/I)
= W. 0

S a local
quotient
in such a
X* Y E B’

of (L, B’).

It is clear how Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 3.5 may be combined to yield
more general results. In view of the fact that every strictly positive cone is a Lie
wedge by Part I we know for instance that in a Dynkin algebra every strongly
positive wedge is a Lie wedge if its edge is an ideal in the whole algebra. (In
a finite dimensional algebra we may drop the hypothesis of strong positivity.)
For finite dimensional Lie algebras we have the following result:
3.6. THEOREM.
Let L be a finite dimensional real Lie algebra and K a
compatible wedge. If its edge Kn - K is semisimple module the largest ideal of
L contained in it (thus in particular if the edge itself is semisimple), then K is
a Lie wedge.
Let H=Kfl
-K denote the edge. Let I be the largest ideal of L
PROOF.
contained in H. Then L/I is an H/I-module under the adjoint action, and since
H/I is semisimple as an algebra, L/I is semisimple as an L/I-module. Thus H/I
has a module complement in L/I. From 3.4 it follows then that W/I is a Lie
wedge since W/Iis compatible as soon as Wis compatible. Then 3.5 shows that
W is a Lie wedge. q
3.1. COROLLARY.
Let L be a finite dimensional Lie algebra and K a
compatible wedge with edge H. If the radical of H is an ideal of L, then K is
a Lie wedge. 0
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3.8. THEOREM.
Let L be a finite dimensional Lie algebra and K a compatible wedge with edge H. If all cad x, XE H are contained in a compact
subgroup G of Aut L, then K is a Lie wedge.
PROOF.
We may assume that G is the closure of the subgroup generated by
all cad x with XE H. Since K is compatible, GK c K follows. As a consequence,
GH= H. Since G is compact, L is a semisimple G-module, and thus there is a
G-module complement V of H. Then V is an H-module complement of H in
L. Then K is a Lie wedge by 3.4. q

3.9. COROLLARY.
Every compatible
Lie algebra is a Lie wedge. 0

wedge in a finite dimensional compact

With 3.9 our program is complete for compact finite dimensional Lie
algebras in so far as we know now that a wedge in the algebra is the set of infinitesimal generators of a local semigroup iff the wedge is compatible in the sense
of 0.1. For every compatible wedge in the Lie algebra of a compact Lie group
G there is a local infinitesimally generated semigroup S whose tangent object
at 1 is the given wedge. Since every cone is compatible there is a great wealth
of infinitesimally generated local semigroups. Most of these cannot be a part
of a global semigroup T; for a closed subsemigroup T of a compact group G
is a subgroup as well as any subsemigroup T which contains an inner point.
Thus, whenever a cone K in L(G) has inner points, then any local semigroup
which contains an infinitesimally generated local semigroup with K as infinitesimal object cannot be a part of a global subsemigroup with the same tangent
object.
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